BATHROOMS

Smarter quality

Smarter service

Smarter price

www.basibathrooms.co.uk | 0800 980 6018 | bathrooms@basi.co.uk

Your dream bathroom awaits you...
Bathrooms are our world. And we want to make sure your bathroom
is your world by providing you with the bathroom of your dreams.
With more than 25 years’ experience of planning, designing and installing
bathrooms, we’re here to turn your vision into reality. From perfectly practical to
stylishly sophisticated, and everything in between, your ideal bathroom is more

How to use this brochure
Sit back, relax and enjoy browsing through this brochure, which features products and designs from many of the UK’s leading
manufacturers. A true celebration of all things bathroom, it’s where you’ll find inspiration, as well as everything you could
possibly want, in your dream bathroom.
Flick through the pages and discover an exciting selection of bathroom, shower, wet room and cloakroom ranges, as well as
everything you need to make your bathroom your own – from mirrors and heating to taps and tiles.

achievable than you may think…

Imagine. Create. Relax. Unwind.
We work to the highest standard and take meticulous care of our customers
and their homes. While every bathroom we install comes with a 25-year
manufacturer’s warranty and a two-year workmanship guarantee, as standard.

Products to m
eet every
price range
We know that
everybody’s bu
dget is
different, whic
h is why you’
ll find the
products with
in this brochu
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without compr
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omising on qu
ality.
Our goal is to
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with their idea
l bathroom, at
minimum
cost and zero
inconvenience
.

You dream bathroom is just
a page turn away….
Contents
05 Bathrooms

PROVIDING YOU WITH A FIVE-STAR SERVICE IN FIVE EASY STEPS...
Creating your dream bathroom with BASI takes just five simple steps:
1

2

3

4

5

17 Shower rooms
29 Wet rooms
37 Cloakrooms

Bathroom assessment – once you have an idea in mind, get in touch with us

43 Accessibility

and our bathroom planner will carry out a survey to discuss your thoughts, take

47 Bath Collection

measurements and, if you need them to, make recommendations.

59 Shower Enclosures & Trays

Design presentation – our designers will work your ideas up into designs and

67 Sanitaryware

plans, which include 3D images, making it easier for you to visualise the end

74 Furniture

result.

81 Taps

Fixed price quotation – when you’re happy with your design, we’ll send you

87 Showers

a detailed quote that breaks down the costs for your bathroom products and

93 Heating

installation. There are no hidden costs and all of our quotes are fixed.

97 Mirrors, Lighting & Accessories

Easy installation – one of our multi-skilled installers will carry out your installa-

103 Tile Collection

tion (and leave your home spotless!)

127 Technology

What our customers
are saying ...
We know we provide the very best service
and results around and who better to
confirm it than our happy customers. And we
have lots of them too.
See what they have to say on independent
review service, Trustpilot.

Aftercare – our customer care team will check in with you to make sure you’re
100% happy with everything.
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BATHROOM BLISS
Modern, freestanding, fitted, corner or jacuzzi, enamel or acrylic,
baths are undoubtedly the centrepiece of any bathroom.
Baths invariably take up a large section of space, so it’s important to make the right
choice from a practical and style perspective. Perhaps they’re used by the whole
family every day or to provide a little ‘me’ time every now and again?
As extensive as our experience, our range of baths and bathroom suites cater for
everyone and every style choice. For example, Blok offers style and flexibility in
a spacious package while Camden takes classic Victorian design to the next level.
What’s your bathroom heaven?
ISLINGTON PAGES 14-15

BLOK PAGES 8-9

AQUANATURAL PAGES 10-11
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Bella close coupled toilet with
soft close seat

BELLA

• Contemporary, block design
• Slim, easy lift cistern lid

The Bella WC and basin range takes a practical approach to urban spaces with its sleek, universal

• High-quality vitreous china ceramic

shape. The beautifully refined look leaves bathrooms feeling clean, sharp and sophisticated.

• Luxury, wrap-over toilet seat for
streamlined styling

To complement the Bella WC and basin we have added our timeless and classic Atlanta bath, available
in 5 different sizes and various panel colour options, to suit all bathroom shapes and personal tastes.
Understanding that not all bathrooms have space for a shower as well as a bath, included is our simple
yet stylish Aquaglass+ 6mm rise and fall bath screen which protects bathroom floors from excess

Full pedestal basin
• Contemporary, rounded square

water sprays.
The Lunar Beige ceramic wall tiles with modern feature and porcelain floor tiles create a stunning

basin
• Suits any family bathroom
• Deep basin for comfortable washing
• Spacious tap deck ensures room

spa-like effect in the bathroom.
Supplied and fitted from £6,500.00
*Price includes removal and disposal of an old bathroom suite and is based on a typical 2m x 2m bathroom.

for toiletries

Atlanta square single-ended

Aquaglass+ 6mm single

straight bath

rise & fall bath screen

• Luxury single-ended style bath

• Stylish, shower bath screen

• Timeless, classic look adds

• Minimalist, frameless design

an elegant finish

• Sideways opening – easy cleaning

• Deep slope at end offers comfort

• 6mm toughened safety glass

when reclining in bath
• Made from durable, insulating acrylic

Wall tiles
• Luna Beige/Lunar Beige pre-cut
Taps collection
page 81

Shower collection
page 87

Radiator collection
page 93

Floor tiles
• Luna Beige
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Aquapure furniture pack
with Cubix toilet

BLOK

• Suitable for cloakrooms & small spaces
• Stylish, avola grey wood-effect finish
• 3-in-1 basin, vanity unit & toilet unit
• Contemporary Cubix back-to-wall toilet
• Vinyl-wrapped design - more resistant
to scratches & moisture

Our Blok bath is an ideal choice for starter homes or cosy city centre flats. It offers style
and flexibility in a spacious package and, alongside our space-saving Aquapure furniture pack,
is perfect for smaller spaces.
The Method range of wall and porcelain floor tiles combined with the mosaic decor adds
a contemporary finish.
Supplied and fitted from £6,900.00

Blok L-shaped shower bath

*Price includes removal and disposal of an old bathroom suite and is based on a typical 2m x 2m bathroom.

• Square alcove acts as shower cubicle
• Complements modern and classic
interiors
• Sloped interior offers comfort when
reclining in bath
• Made from durable, insulating acrylic
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Wall tiles
• Method Mosaic Decor
• Method Beige
Floor tiles
• Method Beige

Blok L-shaped shower bath
See page 49 for more bath panel
colour options
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Aquanatural & Bellisi
back-to-wall toilet

AQUANATURAL

• Includes Bellisi back-to-wall toilet
• Luxury, soft-close seat

Bring a nature inspired feel to your bathroom with our Aquanatural furniture set. Beautifully

• Solid surface stone panels

minimalist, the suite is made from solid surface stone that’s been created from a blend of natural

• Made with natural stone particles

stone particles and mineral resin for outstanding durability.
The back-to-wall mono freestanding bath makes daily routines more luxurious, designed to help you
make the most out of bath times.

Aquanatural 750mm wall hung
vanity unit
• Includes solid surface stone resin
basin

Sober and elegant at the same time, the geological tile range truly completes this exceptional
bathroom suite.
Supplied and fitted from £10,500.00

• Made with natural stone particles
• Spacious, square inset basin

*Price includes removal and disposal of an old bathroom suite and is based on a typical 2m x 2m bathroom.

• Water-resistant wood-effect finish

Mono luxury back-to-wall
freestanding bath
• Modern, freestanding bath
• Space-saving, back-to-wall design
• Spacious interior and double-ended
tapered sides
• Twin-skinned design - double layers
help retain heat

Wall tiles
• Geologix (White Hexagonal)
• Geologix White Natural
Floor tiles
• Geologix Grey Natural
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Holborn close coupled toilet

CAMDEN

• Brings a period look to your
bathroom
• Traditional ceramic level
flush handle
• Stylish, wood-effect toilet seat
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• Soft-close seat mechanism - safe
and silent closure

The British-made Camden bath takes classic Victorian design to the next level. Featuring a contrasting
exterior in a dusty, on-trend grey, this bath brings the traditional slipper-bath look to modern and
contemporary bathrooms. Its compact dimensions mean it’s suitable for most bathrooms.
We have coupled the Camden slipper bath with the Holborn WC and basin to create a bathroom that’s
brimming with traditional features. The Holborn range encapsulates Victorian style through angular
lines and the elegant moulded detail.
The colour scheme includes classic white tiles in a stretcher bond brick pattern with our stylish Design

Holborn full pedestal basin
• Brings a period look to your
bathroom

Gris floor tiles and Design Gris feature, creating a beautiful mixture of shapes.
Supplied and fitted from £6,900.00
*Price includes removal and disposal of an old bathroom suite and is based on a typical 2m x 2m bathroom.

• Sealed with the official
Holborn stamp
• Large square basin for extra
comfort during use
• High-quality, vitreous china
ceramic
Camden traditional
freestanding slipper bath
• Traditional, slipper-style bath
• Made in the UK - British
design and quality
• Slipper design offers extra
comfort while reclining
• Curved edge is easy to get in
and out of

Tap collection
page 81

Shower collection
page 87

Radiator collection
page 93
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Holborn low-level toilet with wooden
quick-release seat

ISLINGTON

• Brings a period look to your bathroom
• Traditional ceramic level flush handle

Enjoy a bathroom that exudes traditional, metropolitan style with the Islington freestanding bath.

• Stylish, wood-effect toilet seat

It’s made with a spacious interior and a dedicated, single-ended reclining area, making it a stately

• Open back allows easy access

bathtub that’s perfect for everyday spaces. The Holborn vanity unit is the perfect companion to

to pipework
• Soft-close seat mechanism
- safe and silent closure

create old world bathrooms.
Supplied and fitted from £7,500.00
*Price includes removal and disposal of an old bathroom suite and is based on a typical 2m x 2m bathroom.

Holborn 600mm vanity unit with inset
basin
• Brings a period look to your bathroom
• Includes high-quality ceramic basin
• Spacious, inset interior
• Elegant, soft cream finish
• Space-saving, floorstanding basin unit
• Traditional board and batten panelling
Islington traditional freestanding
bath with ball feet
• Traditional-style, freestanding bath
Wall tiles
• Natural Tones Otter Marble
Floor tiles
• Natural Tones Nougat Marble

• Luxury roll-top edges
• Curved back offers extra comfort
while reclining
• Traditional, chrome ball feet
• Can be used with all types of taps
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SHOWER POWER
No shower room is complete without a shower, be it a powerful
jet, calming waterfall or soothing massage shower. Stepping
under the shower is what sets most of us up for the day ahead.
And it’s often the place we go to wash away the stresses and
strains of the day.
No matter how large or small your space or budget, our range of shower room
suites offer something for everyone.
From Ballini, with its space-saving basin and slimline shower tray and Summit’s
beautifully modern and minimalist design, to Holborn with its stately home elegance
BALLINI PAGES 18-19

SUMMIT PAGES 20-21

and designer tray with a difference…

HOLBORN PAGES 24-25

17

Ballini easy clean toilet
with soft close seat

BALLINI

• Easy-clean, Aquaceramica design
• Rimless WC - effective flushing

Designed to optimise the running of the home, our Ballini basin and WC offers a mix of functionality

• Vitreous china ceramic glaze

and style, from the space-saving basin to the rimless toilet that improves cleaning and flush efficiency.

• Soft-close toilet seat - safe
and silent closure

Our slimline shower tray, available in various sizes, and at only 25mm high, is the perfect addition
for an accessible showering experience, whilst our Aquaglass + 8mm frameless sliding door shower
enclosure is the epitome of clean contemporary style.

Ballini full pedestal basin

Supplied and fitted from £6,500.00
*Price includes removal and disposal of an old bathroom suite and is based on a typical 2m x 2m bathroom.

• Contemporary, rounded square design
• Deep basin for comfortable washing
• High-quality, vitreous china ceramic
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• Spacious tap deck ensures room
for toiletries

Wall tiles
• Eiger Grigio Design
• Eiger Grigio Natural

Slimline rectangular shower tray

Floor tiles

• Low-profile 25mm design

• Quebec waterproof flooring

- ideal for children and wheelchairs
• Extremely minimalist finish
• Includes self-cleaning, high-flow
vortex waste

Aquaglass+ 8mm frameless sliding door
• Statement look
• Contemporary, one-sided opening
• Innovative, smooth sliding action
• 8mm toughened safety glass - luxury feel

Tap collection
page 81

Shower collection
page 87

Radiator collection
page 93
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Summit close coupled toilet
with soft-close seat

SUMMIT

• Angled design saves more space
• Antibacterial toilet seat for better hygiene

The centrepiece of our Summit shower suite is the beautifully modern and minimalist Vida wall

• Tall, ergonomic height offers more

hung unit which, when paired with our contemporary Galaxy countertop basin, becomes an elegant

comfort when seated
• High-quality vitreous china ceramic

Vida 2 drawer wall hung furniture unit
• Statement European look and styling

vanity unit.
Whilst the Sphere sliding shower door, featuring a wonderfully minimalist design, with sleek clear glass
and concealed hinges, promotes a relaxed and revitalising shower experience.
Supplied and fitted from £7,900.00

• Realistic wooden look and texture

*Price includes removal and disposal of an old bathroom suite and is based on a typical 2m x 2m bathroom.

• Becomes a vanity unit when paired
with the Galaxy countertop basin
Galaxy round countertop basin
• Luxury, countertop basin for the Vida
furniture units
• Sculpted from high-quality ceramic
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• Brings a designer feel to bathrooms
• Spacious, rounded bowl shape

Wall tiles
• Modern Moonstone Natural
Floor tiles

Slimline rectangular shower tray

• Modern Graphite Natural

• Low-profile 25mm design
- ideal for children and wheelchairs
• Extremely minimalist finish
• Includes self-cleaning, high-flow
vortex waste

Aquaglass+ Sphere 8mm sliding door
• Stylish, clear glass
• Minimalist, frameless design
• Innovative, chrome top cut-out panel
• 8mm toughened safety glass

5
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Aquatrend Petite furniture pack
• Energising, yet elegant look

PETITE

• Includes 500mm basin unit
• 550mm WC unit with concealed cistern
and soft close seat

If your bathroom layout is less than ideal, take back control with this space-saving shower suite.
Combining a space-saving frameless corner entry shower with two stylish furniture units, the Petite is
ideal for cloakrooms, or small family bathrooms. You get a stylish place to wash, thanks to the 500mm
basin, along with a designated area for back-to-wall toilets and cisterns.
Supplied and fitted from £6,500.00
*Price includes removal and disposal of an old bathroom suite and is based on a typical 2m x 2m bathroom.

Slimline square shower tray
900 x 900mm
• 100% recyclable shower tray
• Made in the UK - British quality
and design
Aquaglass+ 8mm corner entry

• Low-profile design - suitable for kids and
wheelchairs

• Space-saving, corner entry design

• Suitable for square enclosures

• Suits bathrooms with awkward layouts

• Extremely minimalist finish

• Innovative, smooth sliding action

• Sits flat to the floor

• Stylish, 4 roller-wheel panel track

Wall tiles
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• Gateway Perla
Floor tiles
• Gateway Blanco

Tap collection
page 81

Shower collection
page 87

Radiator collection
page 93
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Holborn fitted back-to-wall
toilet unit

HOLBORN

• Fitted design - streamlined finish
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• Traditional tongue and grooved sides
• Suitable for cloakrooms and small
spaces
• Vinyl-wrapped design - more resistant
to scratches & moisture

Our Holborn fitted semi-recessed sink unit and fitted WC unit combines period bathroom style
with the streamlined look of fitted furniture. It’s a statement unit filled with all the elegance
of a stately home.
Added to the Holborn range is a designer tray with a difference, the designer stone shower tray is
made from natural minerals and resins, giving you a natural and luxury feel underfoot.

Holborn fitted vanity unit
with semi-recessed basin

Supplied and fitted from £7,500.00
*Price includes removal and disposal of an old bathroom suite and is based on a typical 2m x 2m bathroom.

• Fitted design - streamlined finish
• Period-style shaker doors & exposed
hinges
• Traditional tongue and grooved sides
• Slow-close hinges also prevent wear
and tear

Wall tiles
• Vintage Graphite
Floor tiles
• Palermo Gris Design

Designer stone white slate shower tray
• Offers the look and feel of natural
slate stone
• Designer white slate-effect finish
• Natural anti-slip and antibacterial surface

Aquaglass+ Sphere 8mm quadrant
enclosure
• Stylish, clear glass
• Minimalist, frameless design
• Innovative, chrome top cut-out panel
• 8mm toughened safety glass

5
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Summit close coupled toilet with
soft-close Seat

VALENCIA

• Angled design saves more space
• Antibacterial toilet seat for better
hygiene
• Tall, ergonomic height offers more
comfort when seated
• High-quality vitreous china ceramic

The stand-out feature of this shower suite is the Valencia 900mm vanity unit which takes space saving
storage to the max with its unique two-drawer and one-door design. Perfect for busy bathrooms, it
reduces mess and clutter and even features a white ceramic worktop that doubles up as a shelf. The
Valencia vanity unit in Anthracite complements our black stone shower tray and frame enclosed.
Supplied and fitted from £7,900.00
*Price includes removal and disposal of an old bathroom suite and is based on a typical 2m x 2m bathroom.

Valencia 900mm 2 drawer, 1 door wallHung vanity unit
• Designer, wall-hung variety
furniture unit
• Statement European look and styling
• Modern, anthracite grey gloss finish
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• Embellished with sleek, polished
chrome accents

Wall tiles
• Clever Gris
• Black Split Face Mosaic
Floor tiles
• Clever Gris

Designer stone black slate shower tray
• Offers the look and feel of natural slate stone
• Designer black slate-effect finish
• Includes 90mm fast-flow turbo waste
• Lightweight design - no need to reinforce floors

Aquaglass+ 8mm black L-shaped
walk-In enclosure
• Stylish, walk-in front and end panel
• On-trend, black profiling
• Fully concealed matte black fittings
• Includes matt black stabilising bar
• Sleek, frameless design
• Suitable for wet rooms and shower trays
• 8mm toughened safety glass luxury feel

5
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WONDERFUL WET ROOMS
With their minimalistic and modern look, wet rooms are the
ultimate luxury and are fast becoming a feature in homes of all
sizes.
Their sleek and stylish design is what makes them so popular, but so too, is their
accessibility factor. With no doors to open and close or steps to accommodate, just
open showering space, wet rooms offer a hugely practical and highly sensational
shower experience.
Available in a range of styles to suit any home, our wet rooms are designed
specifically around your requirements. They can easily be adapted from your
current bathroom suite too.

AQUATREND PAGES 32-33

CARLOS PAGES 34-35

JOY PAGES 30-31
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JOY

Harmony back-to-wall toilet
with soft close seat
• Rimless pan - better hygiene
• On-trend, thin edges

Inspire yourself with Moroccan motifs - a mix of decorative patterns, and geometric and encaustic

• Flush-to-wall back for easier cleaning

designs with the Venice wall tiles range that bring the Joy wet room suite to life.

• Includes concealed cistern and
chrome flush plate

Complemented beautifully by our Tribe wood effect floor tiles with, a hidden wet room shower tray
beneath, the Joy is a truly inspirational suite.
Supplied and fitted from £8,900.00

Joy 2 drawer wall-hung vanity unit
• Wall-mounted design frees up floor

*Price includes removal and disposal of an old bathroom suite and is based on a typical 2m x 2m bathroom.

space
• Realistic wooden look and texture
• Soft-close hinges - safe and silent
closure
• Made from water-resistant
engineered wood
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Wall tiles
• Venice Hydra Decor Beige
• Venice Crema
Floor tiles
• Tribe Taupe
Prestige² 10mm walk-in front panel with 300mm
return panel
• Frameless, walk-in front panel
• Suitable for wet rooms - no shower tray needed
• 10mm toughened safety glass
• Includes 180° moving return panel

Tap collection
page 81

Shower collection
page 87

Radiator collection
page 93
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Resort wall-hung toilet with softclose seat

AQUATREND

• Includes wall-hung toilet pan and seat
• Rimless toilet bowl - better hygiene
• Suitable for small bathrooms
• Short 520mm projection
• Flush-to-wall back hides unsightly
pipework

Our Aquatrend wet room is a showstopper suite highlighted by the Oyster Spar Split Face mosaic tiles,
the natural stone brings an element of outdoor beauty to any room with its naturally formed layers
and textures. The wall hung vanity unit is designed to maximise space along with a contemporary,
floating design that’s sure to attract attention.
Supplied and fitted from £8,400.00

Aquatrend 600mm 2 drawer

*Price includes removal and disposal of an old bathroom suite and is based on a typical 2m x 2m bathroom.

wall-hung vanity unit
• Space-saving, wall-mounted vanity unit
• Wall-hung design frees up floor space
• Square ceramic basin with a wide tap deck
• Stylish, modern oak finish
• Realistic wood effect look and texture
• 2 pull-out storage drawers with large
chrome handles
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Wall tiles
• Oyster Spar Split Face mosaic
Floor tiles
• Forest Roble

Prestige² 10mm walk-in front panel
• Frameless, walk-in front panel
• Includes stainless steel support arm
• Suitable for wet rooms - no shower
tray needed
• 10mm toughened safety glass
• Glass is treated in a Clean and Clear,
easy-clean finish
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CARLOS

Holborn high-level toilet with
wooden quick-release seat
• Includes high-level toilet pan,
cistern, high-level pipe kit & seat

The traditional Holborn basin and high level WC get a sleek makeover with tiles from the Venice

• Brings a period look to your

Palermo and Woodland ranges in the Carlos wet room suite.

bathroom
• Authentic Victorian-inspired

Supplied and fitted from £8,900.00

ceramic handle

*Price includes removal and disposal of an old bathroom suite and is based on a typical 2m x 2m bathroom.

• Open back allows easy access
to pipework
• Chrome cover caps to stop
build-up of dirt

Wall tiles
• Venice Decor Gris
Floor tiles
• Forest Smoke
• Palermo Gris
Holborn 560mm full pedestal basin
• Includes basin and full pedestal
• Brings a period look to your
bathroom
• Sealed with the official Holborn
stamp
• Moulded panelling offers
timeless elegance

Tap collection
page 81

Shower collection
page 87

Radiator collection
page 93
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COMPACT CLEVERNESS
Having less room to work with doesn’t mean you should ever
have to compromise on style or the end result.
Our cloakroom suites are as sleek as they are attractive while taking up minimum
space. Suitable for small bathrooms too, our range of suites are everything you
need to transform the tiniest of spaces into an extra bath/shower room or even an
en-suite for family and guests.
For example, Enjoy’s minimal design features and integrated handles provide a
clean finish for tight spaces, while Linea’s muted tones are designed to reflect the
light and maximise the dimensions of the surrounding space. Small should never
mean second-best.

LINEA PAGE 40

SUMMIT PAGE 42

PETIT2 PAGE 41
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COMPACT

ENJOY

• Compact WC including. soft close seat

Enjoy’s minimal design features and integrated handles provide a clean finish

3204
• Compact 450mm basin 1th 3205
• Compact pedestal 3206
• Compact basin mixer 4071

for tight spaces. This unit combines efficient storage solutions with modern
style for flawless cloakroom elegance.
•

All sizes available in Gloss White, Anthracite, Nordic Oak
and Samara Ash

•

Wall hung vanity unit & mirror W450 H660 D275

•

Floor standing vanity unit & mirror W450 H790 D275.

Floor unit

Anthracite

Gloss White

Nordic Oak

Samara Ash

3213

3211

3215

3217

Anthracite

Gloss White

Nordic Oak

Samara Ash

3212

3210

3214

3216

Wall unit

5
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LINEA 1000MM
FURNITURE PACK

PETIT²
CLOAKROOM

Small but artfully designed, this compact Linea unit is perfect for en suites

•

and cloakrooms.
•

Petit² wall-hung WC including
soft close seat

Available in two colours, the muted tones reflect the light and maximise

•

the dimensions of petite bathrooms

3207

Petit² 400mm basin 1th
LH 3208

•

Available in Oak or White, and left-hand (LH) or right-hand (RH)

•

Designer vanity unit & back-to-wall WC furniture pack

•

Rustic and nature-inspired oak-effect finish

•

Smooth ceramic basin and worktop

•

Suitable for cloakrooms and small spaces.

Oak/RH 3220

White/RH 3221

Oak/LH 3218

White/LH 3219

Image shows a RH unit.

Image shows a LH unit.

RH 3209

•

Pure basin mixer

4073

5
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SUMMIT
CLOAKROOM
•

Summit WC, including soft
close seat

•

3019

Summit 500mm basin 1th
3015

•

Sphere mini basin mixer
4072

ACCESSIBLE ADAPTATIONS
We all deserve to relax and unwind in a bathroom we love using
without any difficulties.
Having an accessible bathroom is a practical requirement and we work hard to
create spaces that are as enjoyable to use as they are functional. We offer a range
of products that have been specifically designed with accessibility in mind.
We can also modify existing spaces by installing a range of accessible products,
including anti-slip tiles, flooring and bath mats, safety handles and grab rails and
comfort height bath and shower seats. The end result: Barrier-free, blissful bathing.
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DOC M PACKS
•

Close coupled or low level WC

•

Push button or lever flush options

•

Sturdy seat with stability buffers

•

Friction hinged support rail

•

5 x 35mm diameter grab rails

•

Lever tap and bottle trap

EASY ACCESS BATHING
Solarna easy access bath
Includes; bath, front and end panels and shower screen.
Sizes
1700 x 850 x 700 LH 8001
1700 x 850 x 700 RH 8002

Comfort easy access bath
Includes; bath, front and end
panels and shower screen.
Sizes
1210 x 650 LH 8007
1210 x 650 RH 8008

Low Level Doc M Pack

•

Lever dark blue rails 8013

•

Lever white rails 8014

•

Lever grey rails 8015

Style easy access bath
Includes; bath, front and end
panels and shower screen.
Sizes
Close Coupled Doc M Pack

•

Push button, blue rails 8009

•

Push button, white Rails 8010

•

Lever, blue rails 8011

•

Lever, white rails 8012

1800 x 800 LH 8003
1800 x 800 RH 8004
1700 x 750 LH 8005
1700 x 750 RH 8006
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BATH
COLLECTION

POLYSAFE STANDARD BY POLYFLOR
Polysafe Standard PUR is a hugely popular safety vinyl range combining the assurance of sustainable slip resistance with high durability
for years of performance. Available in 16 traditional and clean designs, the range incorporates safety aggregates in the vinyl to create a
safe yet attractive interior in commercial or residential settings
Polysafe Standard features the exclusive Polysafe PUR reinforcement for optimum appearance retention & superior cleaning benefits..

Arctic Blue

Elmwood

Silver Birch

Nordic Grey

Ash Grey

Cedar Blue

Antique Copper

Cool Aqua

Lilac Blue

Redwood

Storm Blue

Maple Fawn

Twilight

Autumn Beige

Alpine Green

Black Walnut
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SINGLE-ENDED BATHS

BATH PANELS

Atlanta single-ended bath

Legend single-ended bath

When it comes to luxury, nothing beats time-tested classics.

There’s nothing more indulgent than a long soak and the Legend

Our traditional Atlanta bath ticks all the right boxes with a

bath is just the thing. Its single-ended design features a wider

single-ended design that’s perfect in bathroom corners and

sloped end for extra comfort when you lie in the tub. It’s been

recesses. The deep slope at the end comfortably cradles your

crafted in clean, white acrylic, giving you a modern and up-to-date

body as you relax in the tub.

design that’s perfect for replacing old and lifeless baths.

Sizes

Sizes

1700 x 700mm 1028

1500 x 700mm 1068

1600 x 700mm 1029

1600 x 700mm 1069

1500 x 700mm 1030

1700 x 750mm 1070

1400 x 700mm 1031

1700 x 700mm 1071

1700 x 750mm 1032

1800 x 800mm 1072

Oporto single-ended bath

Reversa single-ended bath

When it comes to luxury, nothing beats time. Why compromise

With all the space of a double-ended bath, but in the shape of a

when you can have the best of both worlds?

single-ended design, the curvaceous Reversa brings comfort and

Dark Walnut

Dust Grey

Avola Grey

Gloss White

Natural Oak

Pearl Grey

Rustic Oak

Traditional Crema

Traditional Dust Grey

relaxation to all members of the home. Thick edges provide you
Meet our versatile Oporto, a compact single-ended bath that

with more elbow room during bathing, while insulating acrylic

has all the spaciousness of larger shower baths. Its rounded

increases the longevity of your bath water.

front offers plenty of room to splash around in the shower. And
when it’s time for a bath, its sloped back allows you to recline

Sizes

in comfort.

1700 x 800mm 1075

Sizes
1700 x 700mm 1073
1700 x 800mm 1074
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DOUBLE-ENDED BATHS

SHOWER BATHS

Carrera double-ended bath

Blok shower bath

Blok shower bath panels

Taking the time to unwind can be difficult if you lead a busy life.

An ideal choice for starter homes or cosy city centre flats,

Available for the 1700 x 850mm bath, other sizes come with a White Acrylic Panel

Make it effortless with our luxurious Carrera bath.
It features a square interior with sloped contours designed for
comfort. While the double open ends give you more space to
relax and the acrylic layer even retains heat for longer for more
indulgent soaks.
Sizes
1700 x 700mm 1085
1700 x 750mm 1086
1700 x 800mm 1084
1800 x 800mm 1083

our Blok bath offers style and flexibility in a spacious
package. Enjoy a relaxing shower or easily bathe the kids in
its spacious square-shaped alcove. There’s also a matching
shower screen, which comes complete with a towel rail and
flipper panel for a cosy, shower enclosure-like feel.
Sizes
1500 x 850mm RH 1002 LH 1001

Dust Grey

Avola Grey

Matt Indigo

Rustic Oak

1600 x 850mm RH 1004 LH 1003
1700 x 850mm

RH 1006 LH 1005

1800 x 850mm RH 1008 LH 1007
Image shows left-hand (LH) option.

Duo double-ended bath

Luxury ‘P’ shower bath

For a sleeker alternative to the classic single-ended bath, look

Add luxury to your morning routine with our shower bath.

no further than the Duo. Featuring dual ends, it creates a bigger

Featuring deep, sloping sides, it offers ample space for

sense of space by offering more room to relax. The centred

everyday bathing. The sleek design is what makes it so great

taps mean you won’t knock your head or feet, while the un-

for modern family homes, as the stylishly-curved shape

drilled tap deck means you can easily customise your bath with

makes you feel like you’re sitting inside a state-of-the-art

your choice of taps.

corner bath, rather than a shower bath.

Sizes

Sizes

1700 x 700mm 1087

1500 x 750mm RH 1077 LH 1076

1700 x 750mm 1088

1700 x 750mm RH 1079 LH 1078

1800 x 800mm 1089

Image shows left-hand (LH) option.

Gloss White
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CORNER BATHS

Lagoon corner bath
When you’re stuck with a small bathroom,
thinking outside the box becomes a
necessity. And if you’re looking to save
space, the Lagoon corner bath might hold
the solution. Its rounded, oval shape slots
in bathroom corners and gives you a deep,
double-ended bathing interior that’s perfect
for long soaks.
Sizes
1200 x 1200mm 1096
1450 x 1450mm 1095

Orlah corner bath
With its clever crescent design, the Orlah
offset corner bath is an ideal choice when it
comes to creating space in bathrooms. By
slotting into bathroom corners, it provides
families with a comfortable place to wash,
while making sure there’s enough space to
move freely around the room.
Sizes
1500 x 1040mm

RH 1091 LH 1090

Image shows RH bath.

Lagoon corner bath
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HOLBORN TRADITIONAL
FREESTANDING BATHS
Hebden double-ended freestanding bath

Camden slipper freestanding bath

Belmont Luxury traditional freestanding thin-rim

With its indulgent roll-top design, the Hebden freestanding

Inspired by the classic Victorian design, our British-made

slipper bath with chrome ball feet

bath is the ultimate timeless bath. It offers character and

Camden Bath features a deep end to make getting in and out

If the classic, roll-top bath doesn’t suit your fancy, our thin-

class to traditional homes and boasts a luxuriously deep

of the bath easier. It’s easy to customise thanks to dipped

rimmed Belmont bath is another way to instil character and

bathing area. Suitable to use with a range of brassware, it

sides, plus pre-drilled waste and overflow holes. Simply finish

class. Available in two sizes, it brings an eclectic flourish to

only takes a pair of crosshead taps to make this vintage bath

off this period look with your choice of bath feet.

bathroom schemes and comes with traditional chrome ball feet

come to life.

finished with hand-carved period detailing.
Sizes

Sizes

1500 x 750mm 1098

Sizes

1700 x 750mm

Dust Grey finish available 1099

1520 x 710mm 1100

Available in White 1102 | Dust Grey 1103

Bath feet required

1700 x 710mm 1101

Bath feet required

BATH FEET
Bow twin skinned luxury freestanding double-ended

Islington luxury traditional freestanding thin-rimmed

traditional bath

single-ended bath with chrome ball feet and wall lip

Break up the monotony of traditional white bathrooms with the

Enjoy a bathroom that exudes traditional, metropolitan

new Bow freestanding bath from our Holborn range. Featuring

style with the Islington freestanding bath. It’s made with

double-ended bow sides for luxury comfort, it comes in a white,

a spacious interior and a dedicated, single-ended reclining

black or brass plinth option, allowing you to heighten the bath’s

area, making it a stately bathtub that’s perfect for

traditional appearance and update it with a contemporary feel.

everyday spaces.

Sizes

Sizes

1800 x 800mm

1500 x 750mm

RH 1105 LH 1104

Available in White 1109 | Graphite 1110

1700 x 750mm

RH 1107 LH 1106

Optional plinth in Black 1111 | White 1112 | Brass 1113

Image shows left-hand (LH) bath.
Optional dedicated bath screen W850 H1450

1108

Modern Chrome

1122

Traditional White

1123

Traditional Black

1124

Traditional Chrome

1125

Hebden double-ended freestanding bath
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LUXURY FREESTANDING BATHS

BATH SCREENS

6mm double folding bath screen
W1200 H1500 1505

Cabanes thin edged luxury square stone resin

Mono thin edged, twin skinned luxury freestanding

freestanding double-ended bath

back-to-wall bath

Evoking the light and cosy warmth of contemporary Spanish

Make daily routines more luxurious with Mono, a freestanding

style, the Cabanes gives you minimalist bathroom design at its

bath designed to help you make the most of bathtimes. It’s ideal

best. From its softened solid block shape, to its light-reflecting

for those who like to revel in some much-needed ‘me-time’, as

6mm frameless 4 fold bath screen

white stone composition, everything about it is designed to

it features a twin-skinned acrylic design that retains the water

W965 H1500 1500

help you create a bathroom that feels truly relaxed.

temperature for longer.

Sizes

Sizes

1700 x 800mm 1121

1700 x 800mm 1117

6mm single rise & fall bath screen
W800 H1400 1501

Pano thin edged, twin skinned luxury freestanding

Summit Twin Skinned Luxury Freestanding

slipper bath

double-ended bath

After a long day, you deserve to treat yourself, so why not go

Inspired by spa retreats, the Summit freestanding bath offers a

all out? Retreat to your own private spa-like sanctuary with the

blend of European style and modern functionality that’s ideal for

luxury Pano slipper bath. Its freestanding design features double

bringing luxury to bathrooms. Its Italian design features a deep

ends, meaning you can rest your head at either side for ultimate

appearance, slim curved shape and a heat-retaining acrylic layer

comfort.

that keeps water feeling toasty.

Sizes

Sizes

1500 x 735mm 1118

1480 x 750mm 1114

1700 x 750mm 1119

1680 x 800mm 1115

1795 x 800mm 1120

Matt Black finish available in 1680 x 800mm 1116

8mm frameless mirrored bath screen
W800 H1500 1502

8mm square bath screen with
180° opening 1503
Also available with towel rail 1504
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WHIRLPOOL BATHS
It goes without saying that a whirlpool bath is one of the greatest investments
you can make when it comes to updating your bathroom and our whirlpool

SHOWER
ENCLOSURES
AND TRAYS

system enables you to update your bath with its swirling jets that are
designed to massage your aches and pains away. All of our single and doubleended, shower and corner baths can be upgraded to incorporate one of the
options below.

6 Jet Whirlpool
Fitted with 6 standard whirlpool jets.

8 Jet Whirlpool
Fitted with 8 standard whirlpool jets.

10 Jet Whirlpool
Fitted with 6 standard whirlpool jets and 4 multi whirlpool jets.

12 Jet Air Spa
12 spa jets mounted in the base of the bath.

Deluxe Whirlpool
Fitted with the 10-jet whirlpool system, 12 jet airspa
and a chromatherapy light.
Underwater lighting
Chromatherapy colour-stop light (7 colours).
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WALK-IN SHOWERS

SLIDING SHOWERS

Black L-shaped walk-in

Prestige² walk-in

Aquaglass Purity straight walk-in

Sphere Slider

Forget the paint job. The only thing you need to bring an on-trend trim

The Prestige walk-in panel brings a chic finish to

Walk in to a luxury shower that’s just right for your space with the Purity

Featuring a wonderfully minimalist design,

to your bathroom is this L-shaped walk-in panel. The perfect way to

modern bathrooms. It’s crafted out of 10mm clear

straight walk-in panel. Perfect for those wanting an enclosed space

with sleek clear glass and concealed

bring definition to spaces lacking in structure, each side features matt

or smoked glass and is the perfect way to create a

without the claustrophobic feel of a cubicle, its doorless design is great

hinges, the Sphere shower door promotes

Frameless Slider

black profiling, creating a stunning contrast against the pristine, clear

cool and contemporary space. The optional smoky

for all members of the family - especially children and adults with less

a relaxed and revitalising shower

Topped with a statement roller panel that’s sure to attract

glass. The black profiles also mean it conceals mould and discolouration

tint lets you enjoy more privacy, while a folding flipper panel minimises splashes.

mobility. A small flipper panel is attached to the end, creating a semi-

experience. Suitable for bathroom recesses and side panels,

attention, this frameless shower door is the epitome of

better than standard chrome fittings, so you won’t have to worry about

This walk-in panel can be used with or without shower trays.

enclosed feel that minimises water splashes.

the beautiful frameless design allows bathrooms to feel open

clean, contemporary style. It’s the ideal door for those who

and more spacious. When it comes to getting in and out, a

want a shower that stands out. The sliding mechanism

the effect lessening over time. Plus, when used with the matching side
panel, your enclosure will have a distinct ‘L’ shape that gives bathrooms

All sizes available in clear or smoked glass

Sizes

stylish cut-out panel topped with chrome roller wheels ensures

is boosted by wheels that sit on top of the door, offering

a truly unique feel.

700mm walk in panel, 10mm and support arm; Clear 2500 | Smoked 2509

Purity Straight 600 front panel/300mm return 6mm clear glass 2518

this door opens and shuts with ease.

smoother gliding than enclosures with wheels built inside

800mm walk in panel, 10mm and support arm; Clear 2501 | Smoked 2510

Purity Straight 700 front panel/300mm return 6mm clear glass 2519

900mm walk in panel, 10mm and support arm; Clear 2502 | Smoked 2511

Purity Straight 800 front panel/300mm return 6mm clear glass 2520

1000mm walk in panel, 10mm and support arm; Clear 2503 | Smoked 2512

Purity Straight 900 front panel/300mm return 6mm clear glass 2521

1100mm walk in panel, 10mm and support arm; Clear 2504 | Smoked 2513

Purity Straight 1000 front panel/300mm return 6mm clear glass 2522

Sizes
Black L-Shape 600mm walk-in 8mm clear glass (300mm return panel) 2528
Black L-Shape 700mm walk-in 8mm clear glass (300mm return panel) 2529
Black L-Shape 800mm walk-in 8mm clear glass (300mm return panel) 2530
Black L-Shape 900mm walk-in 8mm clear glass (300mm return panel) 2531
Black L-Shape 1000mm walk-in 8mm clear glass (300mm return panel) 2532
Black L-Shape 700mm side panel 8mm clear glass 2533
Black L-Shape 760mm side panel 8mm clear glass 2534
Black L-Shape 800mm side panel 8mm clear glass 2535
Black L-Shape 900mm side panel 8mm clear glass 2536

1200mm walk in panel, 10mm and support arm; Clear 2505 | Smoked 2514

Purity Straight 1100 front panel/300mm return 6mm clear glass 2523

1400mm walk in panel, 10mm and support arm; Clear 2506 |Smoked 2515

Purity Straight 700 side panel 6mm clear glass 2524

1600mm walk in panel, 10mm and support arm; Clear 2507 | Smoked 2516

Purity Straight 760 side panel 6mm clear glass 2525

300mm return panel; Clear 2508 | Smoked 2517

Purity Straight 800 side panel 6mm clear glass 2526
Purity Straight 900 side panel 6mm clear glass 2527

All sizes available in clear or tinted glass
Sphere 1200 sliding door 8mm; Clear 2547 | Tinted 2555
Sphere 1400 sliding door 8mm; Clear 2548 | Tinted 2556
Sphere 1600 sliding door 8mm; Clear 2549 | Tinted 2557
Sphere 1700 sliding door 8mm; Clear 2550 | Tinted 2558
Sphere 700 side panel 8mm; Clear 2551 | Tinted 2559
Sphere 760 side panel 8mm; Clear 2552 | Tinted 2560
Sphere 800 side panel 8mm; Clear 2553 | Tinted 2561
Sphere 900 side panel 8mm; Clear 2554 | Tinted 2562

the frame. Best of all, it can also be installed without a
shower tray, giving you a stylish showering option for wet
rooms.
Sizes
Frameless 1200 sliding door 8mm clear glass 2537
Frameless 1400 sliding door 8mm clear glass 2538
Frameless 1600 sliding door 8mm clear glass 2539
Frameless 1700 sliding door 8mm clear glass 2540
Frameless 700 side panel 8mm clear glass 2541
Frameless 760 side panel 8mm clear glass 2542
Frameless 800 side panel 8mm clear glass 2543
Frameless 900 side panel 8mm clear glass 2544
Frameless 1400 2 door recess slider 8mm clear glass 2545
Frameless 1700 2 door recess slider 8mm clear glass 2546
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BI-FOLD AND HINGED SHOWERS

CORNER
SHOWERS
Frameless corner entry
If your bathroom layout is less than ideal, take back
control with this space-saving enclosure. Whether
it’s down to an awkward door, or you simply want
room for a bath, the corner-entry design is perfect

Left hand

for homes where diagonal entry is more practical.
Topped with four eye-catching roller wheels, you’ll
Right hand

love how the double closing doors glide open as
you step in and out. The frame even fits flush to
the floor, providing just as much functionality in

Elegance Hinged Door

wet rooms.

Indulge in a spacious and sophisticated shower with
the Elegance shower door. With its hinged, left-hand design that opens outwards, it’s easy to
access and ensures you have enough room as you step in and out. The tall, 2000mm frame is
enhanced with stylish chrome panelling along the top and bottom of the door allowing this shower

Sizes
Frameless 900 x 900 corner entry 2596

to look and feel spacious whether you’re inside or out. Large handles have been added for extra
ease of use and make this enclosure suitable for bathrooms used by a range of family members.
Drift Bi-Fold

Available in left hand or right hand

With its classic two-fold design, the Drift 4mm Bi-Fold

Elegance 900 hinge door & inline panel 8mm clear glass

Door helps maximise your floorplan. It’s ideal for adding

RH 2608 LH 2607

Elegance 1000 hinge door & inline panel 8mm clear glass

RH 2610 LH 2609

Elegance 1100 hinge door & inline panel 8mm clear glass

RH 2612 LH 2611

look or feel flimsy. The handle-less door offers easy

Elegance 1200 hinge door & inline panel 8mm clear glass

RH 2614 LH 2613

access, along with a minimalist look that works in all

Elegance 1400 hinge door & inline panel 8mm clear glass

RH 2616 LH 2615

Elegance 1600 hinge door & inline panel 8mm clear glass

RH 2618 LH 2616

Sizes

Elegance 1700 hinge door & inline panel 8mm clear glass

RH 2620 LH 2619

Drift 700 bi-fold door 4mm clear glass 2597

Elegance 700 side panel 8mm clear glass 2621

Drift 760 bi-fold door 4mm clear glass 2598

Elegance 760 side panel 8mm clear glass 2622

Drift 800 bi-fold door 4mm clear glass 2599

Elegance 800 side panel 8mm clear glass 2623

Drift 900 bi-fold door 4mm clear glass 2600

Elegance 900 side panel 8mm clear glass 2624

a shower to en-suite bathrooms, as the 4mm glass
design makes it a lightweight shower door that doesn’t

interiors.

Drift 1000 bi-fold door 4mm clear glass 2601
Drift 700 side panel 8mm clear glass 2602
Drift 760 side panel 8mm clear glass 2603
Drift 800 side panel 8mm clear glass 2604
Drift 900 side panel 8mm clear glass 2605
Drift 1000 side panel 8mm clear glass 2606
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QUAD SHOWERS

SHOWER TRAYS

Designer shower trays
Blending designer style with the latest technology, this designer shower tray brings
luxury to enclosure floors. It has a flexible, low profile that stands at just 45mm
Sphere 1 Door Quad
Frameless Quad
There’s nothing worse than a shower door that sticks.
Luckily, the innovative 2-in-1 design of the Aquaglass+
Frameless is an easy open enclosure that heightens the
elegance of your bathroom. Instead of having roller wheels
built inside the frame, they sit on a cut out panel at the
top, providing you with a silky smooth gliding action and
greater control. This statement look also makes a great
focal point in bathrooms, making it perfect for adding style
to downstairs shower rooms.

Not every shower enclosure has to have D-shaped
handles. So if you love ingenious design twists,
the Aquaglass+ Sphere is the perfect choice. The
a polished chrome finish for a better grip while opening and closing.
The sliding door also features a unique rolling action that makes it easy
to open, so you don’t have to worry about accessibility for younger
family members.

Sphere 800 x 800 1 door quadrant 8mm; Clear 2578 | Smoked 2587

Frameless 800 x 800 quadrant 8mm clear glass

Sphere 1000 x 1000 1 door quadrant 8mm; Clear 2580 | Smoked 2589

1 door 2563 2 door 2572

Sphere 1000 x 800 offset 1 door quadrant 8mm RH; Clear 2581 | Smoked 2590

Frameless 900 x 900 quadrant 8mm clear glass

Sphere 1000 x 800 offset 1 door quadrant 8mm LH; Clear 2582 | Smoked 2591

1 door 2565 2 door 2574
Frameless 1000 x 800 offset quadrant 8mm clear glass
RH 2566 LH 2567 2 door 2575

cap offers extra durability as you shower. This tray is also naturally antibacterial,
significantly reducing bathroom mould and bacteria.

Sizes

Rectangle

Quad

Square

Various sizes available

800 x 800mm 2006

700 x 700mm 2001

from 800 x 700mm to

900 x 900mm 2007

760 x 760mm 2002
Sizes available in clear or smoked glass

Sphere 900 x 900 1 door quadrant 8mm; Clear 2579 | Smoked 2588

Frameless 1000 x 1000 quadrant 8mm clear glass

Acrylic stone resin gives you a natural and smooth finish underfoot, while an ABS

circular shape is comfortable to hold and features

Sizes available in either 1 door or 2 door options

1 door 2564 2 door 2573

tall, meaning there’s no need to reinforce bathroom floors during installation.

1800 x 800mm

1000 x 1000mm 2008

800 x 800mm 2003

900 x 760mm RH 2010 LH 2009

900 x 900mm 2004

1000 x 800mm RH 2012 LH 2010

1000 x 1000mm 2005

1200 x 800mm RH 2014 LH 2013
1200 x 900mm RH 2016 LH 2015

Sphere 1200 x 800 offset 1 door quadrant 8mm RH; Clear 2583 | Smoked 2592
Sphere 1200 x 800 offset 1 door quadrant 8mm LH; Clear 2584 | Smoked 2593
Sphere 1200 x 900 offset 1 door quadrant 8mm RH; Clear 2585 | Smoked 2594
Sphere 1200 x 900 offset 1 door quadrant 8mm LH; Clear 2586 | Smoked 2595

Frameless 1200 x 800 offset quadrant 8mm clear glass
RH 2568 LH 2569 2 door 2576
Frameless 1200 x 900 offset quadrant 8mm clear glass
RH 2570 LH 2571 2 door 2577
Image shows LH option.
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SANITARYWARE
Slimline shower trays
If you don’t want a huge step up into your shower, then this slimline shower tray is for you. At 25mm
high, it sits flat to the floor, making it suitable for wheelchairs and small children. It can be fitted on
wooden and concrete flooring and features a white gel coating to make it tough and durable. To top
it off, it comes with an incredible stainless steel, high-flow vortex waste, which boasts a unique selfcleaning feature to minimise blockages.
Sizes
Square

Rectangle

Quad

760 x 760mm 2056

Various sizes available from

800 x 800mm 2060

800 x 800mm 2057

900 x 760mm to 1700 x

900 x 900mm 2061

900 x 900mm 2058

900mm

1000 x 1000mm 2062

1000 x 1000mm 2059

1000 x 800mm RH 2064 LH 2063
1200 x 800mm RH 2066 LH 2065
1200 x 900mm RH 2068 LH 2067

Slate effect shower trays
A designer tray with a difference, the Designer stone shower tray is made from a mixture of natural
minerals and resins, creating a natural and luxury feel underfoot. Crafted in recyclable stone resin,
the high-quality design ensures it retains its shape and withstands wear and tear. Slate effect detailing
gives this tray the look of natural stone and, at 37mm tall, the tray can be easily fitted and levelled to
bathroom floors.
Available in black or white
Sizes
Rectangle

Quad

Various sizes from 1000 x 800mm to

800 x 800mm; white 2141 | black 2142

1700 x 900mm

900 x 900mm; white 2143 | black 2144
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BALLINI

BELLA

Designed to optimise the running of the home, the Ballini offers a mix of functionality and style.

The Bella range takes a practical approach to urban spaces with its sleek, universal shape. The

Collection highlights range from the space-saving basins, to the rimless toilets that improve cleaning

beautifully refined look leaves bathrooms feeling clean, sharp and sophisticated.

and flush efficiency.

Basin

WC

Basin

500mm basin 1th 3001

Close coupled WC, including

570mm 1th basin 3009

550mm basin 1th 3002
600mm basin 1th 3003
Full pedestal 3004

soft close seat 3006

Full pedestal 3010

Wall hung WC, including
soft close seat 3007

Semi pedestal 3005

WC
Close coupled WC, including
soft close seat 3011
Back-to-wall WC including soft
close seat 3013
Wall hung WC, including soft
close seat 3014
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SUMMIT

HARMONY

With its contemporary trapezoidal shape, the Summit range promises durability throughout the years,

Our Harmony sanitaryware creates a space where you can indulge in relaxation, knowing

thanks to wide, sturdy frames heightened with soft curves and tapered edges. From deep washbasins

everything in your bathroom instils beauty and ease. A combination of smooth sweeping

to comfort-friendly toilets, each item will be real showstoppers in your home.

curves, enhanced with faceted geometric lines, ensure this designer range always brings
something special to your bathroom.

Basin
Basin

650mm basin 1th 3023

500mm basin 1th 3015

800mm basin 1th 3024

Semi pedestal (only suitable

Full pedestal 3025

for use with 500mm basin) 3018

Semi pedestal 3026

600mm basin 1th 3016
Full pedestal (only suitable
for use with 600mm basin) 3017

WC
Close coupled WC, including
soft close seat 3019
Back-to-wall WC including
soft close seat 3021

WC
Close coupled WC, including
soft close seat 3027
Back-to-wall WC including
soft close seat 3028
Wall hung WC, including
soft close seat 3029
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CUBIX

HOLBORN

Looking for a star attraction for your bathroom? Look no further than our stunning Cubix range.

Created for those who prefer a bathroom brimming with traditional features, the Holborn range encapsulates Victorian

Inspired by the striking look of contemporary cube design, it’s a collection brimming with straight lines,

style through angular lines and elegant moulded detail. A choice of cream, grey and traditional oak finishes allow you to

square focal points and chunky block detailing.

create a look that’s both playful and timeless.

Basin
560mm basin 1th 3038
Basin

560mm basin 2th 3039

600mm basin 1th 3031

610mm basin 1th 3040

Full pedestal 3032

610mm basin 2th 3041

Semi pedestal 3033

Full pedestal 3042

WC
Back-to-wall WC 3045

845mm console basin with ceramic legs 3043
Close coupled WC 3046

High level WC 3048
Choice of wooden
seats available

WC
Back-to-wall WC including
soft close seat 3035
Close coupled WC, including
soft close seat 3034

Optional wooden
cistern box available

Wall hung WC, including

for high level WC;

soft close seat 3036

Crema 3049
Low level WC 3047

Dust Grey 3050
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FURNITURE

AQUATREND
Available in three contemporary finishes (Avola Grey, Modern Oak, Gloss White). Aquatrend combines
designer luxe with a space-saving shape.
Gas-lift mirrored cabinet
with integral shelving
W500 H400 D160
1 door wall hung vanity unit & basin

Gloss White 3058

WC unit with concealed cistern

Avola Grey 3069

W457 H500 D255

and Piccolo back-to-wall WC

Gloss White 3051 | Avola Grey 3062 | Modern Oak 3073

Gloss White 3057 | Avola Grey 3068 | Modern Oak 3079

Modern Oak 3080
W750 H400 D160
Gloss White 3059

2 door wall hung vanity unit & basin

Avola Grey 3070
Modern Oak 3081

W608 H500 D465
Gloss White 3052 | Avola Grey 3063 | Modern Oak 3074
W757 H500 D465
Gloss White 3053 | Avola Grey 3064 | Modern Oak 3075

Mirror & shelf
W400 H900
Gloss White 3060 | Avola Grey 3071 | Modern Oak 3082

Wall hung vanity unit & double basin
W1210 H500 D465
Gloss White 3054 | Avola Grey 3065 | Modern Oak 3076

2 door floor standing vanity unit

Tall wall unit

W457 H870 D255

W350 H1200 D200

Gloss White 3055 | Avola Grey 3066 | Modern Oak 3077

Gloss White 3061
Avola Grey 3072

W550 H870 D330

Modern Oak 3083

Gloss White 3056 | Avola Grey 3067 | Modern Oak 3078

Gloss White

Avola Grey

Modern Oak
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AQUATREND PETITE

AQUAPURE

AQUANATURAL

JOY

Wake up small interiors with the energising, yet elegant look of the Aquatrend Petite.

Our Aquapure furniture features modular lines and stylish chrome handles, giving you the look of streamlined

Featuring a rustic oak or slate grey effect contrasted with sleek white panels, our

Imagine an unlimited space for your creativity. Imagine being able to do this with functional, elegant, spacious and

Available in a selection of 2-in-1 furniture packs for great value and space efficiency.

fitted furniture, for less.

Aquanatural furniture creates a bathroom interior that’s tranquil, organic and utterly

modular solutions to suit your needs.

confident. Solid surface panels infuse each unit with the look and feel of natural stone.
Spec available in Gloss White, Dust Grey, Avola Grey and Modern Oak.

Imagine Joy, designed to organise your space and storage and meet your individual style. Innovative materials,

Available in three different colour options; Avola Grey, Gloss White, Pearl Grey.

well-organised interior spaces, modern lines, unique details and high quality standards make Joy the ideal choice
Left-hand (LH) or right-hand (RH) options available.

for your bathroom.
WC unit with concealed cistern
Furniture pack
Furniture pack

Includes vanity unit & basin, WC unit,

Includes 500mm basin unit, basin,

Cubix back-to-wall WC, including soft

550mm WC unit, concealed cistern,

close seat, concealed cistern and Ixos

Summit back-to-wall WC with soft

basin mono.

close seat and Ixos basin mono.

Gloss White 3084
Avola Grey 3085

Avola Grey RH 3105 LH 3101
Gloss White RH 3103 LH 3099
Dust Grey RH 3104 LH 3100
Modern Oak RH 3106 LH 3102

Pearl Grey 3086

and Bellisi back-to-wall WC
including soft close seat
Modern Oak 3107 | Slate Grey 3110

Wall hung vanity unit & basin
W410 H600 D230
Pure White 3113 | Grey Elm 3114
Urban Grey 3115 | Scandinavian Oak 3116

Wall hung vanity unit
& solid surface basin
W753 H448 D452

Vanity unit & basin

Available in four colour options; Pure White, Grey Elm, Urban Grey and Scandinavian Oak.

W610 H600 D460

W810 H600 D460

Gloss White 3087
Avola Grey 3088
Pearl Grey 3089

Tall wall unit with solid surface

Pure White 3121 | Grey Elm 3122

panels

Urban Grey 3123 | Scandinavian Oak 3124

W400 H1200 D150
Modern Oak 3111 | Slate Grey 3112

WC unit

Grey Elm

Urban Grey

Scandinavian Oak

Urban Grey 3119 | Scandinavian Oak 3120

Modern Oak 3107 | Slate Grey 3108

W545 H860 D415

Pure White

Pure White 3117 | Grey Elm 3118

W1010 H600 D460
Pure White 3125 | Grey Elm 3126
Urban Grey 3127 | Scandinavian Oak 3128

W550 H803 D305

Wall hung vanity unit & double basin

Requires back-to-wall pan
and concealed cistern

W1210 H600 D460

Gloss White 3090

Pure White 3129 | Urban Grey 3130

Avola Grey 3091

Grey Elm 3131 | Scandinavian Oak 3132

Pearl Grey 3092
Tall wall hung unit
W300 H1200 D230
4 drawer base unit

Aquapure

Tall wall unit

W301 H803 D306

W301 H1818 D306

Gloss White 3093

Gloss White 3096

Avola Grey 3094

Avola Grey 3097

Pearl Grey 3095

Pearl Grey 3098

Pure White 3133 | Urban Grey 3134
Grey Elm 3135 | Scandinavian Oak 3136
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VALENCIA

VIDA

HOLBORN

Sleek, straight lines and chrome accents typify the modernist feel of Valencia. The ceramic

Vida is a collection of clever cabinetry that adds indulgence and beauty to bathroom spaces. Versatile drawer units make

Featuring stunning board and batten panelling, our traditional Holborn furniture instils

basin adds a classic touch and floating units create a clean, practical setting.

it ideal for creating a luxury vanity area customised with your ideal amount of surface space. Simply pair with one of the

breath-taking period bathroom style and is available in two beautiful colour options -

countertop basins, worktops or both.

Crema and Dust Grey.

Available in Anthracite, Samara Ash and Gloss White.
Worktops available in 600 or 800mm.
2 drawer wall hung vanity

Available in Sandy Grey, Walnut, Anthracite and Gloss White.

unit & basin

Floorstanding vanity unit

Tall wall unit

W610 H582 D460

W317 H1500 D237

1 drawer wall hung vanity unit

Anthracite 3138

Gloss White 3146

W595 H284 D450

Samara Ash 3139

Anthracite 3147

Gloss White 3149 | Anthracite 3150

Gloss White 3137

Samara Ash 3148

2 drawer, 1 door wall hung
vanity unit & basin

Gloss White 3153 | Anthracite 3154

Gloss White 3140

600mm standard basin
Crema 3179 | Dust Grey 3180
(choose handles separately)

Sandy Grey 3151 | Walnut 3152
W795 H284 D450

W910 H582 D460

W590 H860 D453

Gloss White

Sandy Grey 3155 | Walnut 3156

Anthracite 3141
Samara Ash 3142

Tall unit

2 drawer wall hung vanity unit

2 drawer, 2 door wall hung

W595 H565 D450

vanity unit & basin

Anthracite

W346 H1436 D355
Crema 3182 | Dust Grey 3183

Gloss White 3157 | Anthracite 3158
Sandy Grey 3159 | Walnut 3160

W1210 H582 D460
Gloss White 3143

W795 H565 D450

Anthracite 3144

(choose handle separately)
Sandy Grey

Gloss White 3161 | Anthracite 3162

Samara Ash 3145

Sandy Grey 3163 | Walnut 3164
Walnut
Samara Ash 2 Drawer, 2 Door

Handles

Self square countertop basin

Chrome 3203

W480 H140 D370 3177

White Ceramic 3202

Tall wall unit

Crackle Glaze 3201

W300 H1500 D238
Gloss White 3165 | Anthracite 3170
Sandy Grey 3171 | Walnut 3176
Mirror cabinet
Galaxy round countertop basin
W512 H145 D410 3178
Anthracite

Samara Ash

Gloss White

W640 H630 D150
Crema 3190 | Dust Grey 3191
(choose handles separately)
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TAPS

HOLBORN
Fitted vanity unit & basin
W600 H800 D334
Crema 3184 | Dust Grey 3183
(choose worktop and handles separately)

WC unit, including concealed cistern
W600 H800 D334
Crema 3186 | Dust Grey 3187
(choose worktop and WC separately)

1 door unit
W300 H800 D334
Crema 3190 | Dust Grey 3191
(choose worktop and handles separately)

Worktops
White 3192

Galaxy solid surface 3196

Black Granite 3193

Sand Dune solid surface 3197

Blocked Walnut 3194

Polar solid surface 3198

Dark Walnut 3195
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MEDICI

IXOS

SASH

STRAND
The contemporary Strand range features a breath-takingly minimalist design that’s perfect for modern
interiors. Ideal for bringing a designer finish to baths and basins it features stylish round angles, married with
a sleek, yet elegant shape. It’s fitted with integrated technology that’s designed to keep drips at bay. All in all,
this beautiful range will help you create a luxury bathroom at a fraction of the price.

Mini basin mixer

Ixos basin mixer

4001

4016

Basin mixer 4021
		

Basin mixer
4002

Ixos tall basin mixer

Tall basin mixer 4022

3 tap hole basin mixer 4023
4 tap hole bath shower mixer 4024

4017

Basin mixer with click clack waste

Bath filler 4011

4006
Bath shower mixer 4012

Tall basin mixer with click clack waste
4007
Wall-mounted single lever basin mixer 4025
Tall basin mixer
4003

Ixos bath filler

Ixos bath shower mixer
Bath filler

Wall-mounted 3 tap hole basin mixer 4026

4018

4019

4004

3 tap hole bath filler 4013

3 tap hole basin mixer with

Bath filler 4027

click clack waste 4008
Bath shower mixer 4028
Wall-mounted single lever basin mixer
4009

Bath shower mixer

Freestanding bath

4005

shower mixer

4 tap hole bath shower mixer 4014

Freestanding bath shower mixer 4029

4020

Wall-mounted 3 tap hole basin mixer 4010

Freestanding bath shower mixer 4015
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PANO

F60

Basin mixer 4030

MISTO

Basin mixer 4034

STREAM

Mini basin mixer 4038

RAZOR

VIBE

Basin mixer 4050

Basin mixer 4044

Mini basin mixer 4051

Basin mixer with open
cascade spout

3 tap hole bath

Bath filler 4035

4 tap hole bath
shower mixer 4032

Mini basin mixer 4042

Basin mixer 4039

shower mixer 4031

Basin mono 4054

4045

Bath filler 4052

Mini basin mixer with

Wall-mounted basin

open cascade spout 4043

mono 4055

Tall basin mixer 4046
Bath shower mixer 4036

Bath filler 4040

Bath shower mixer 4053

Bath shower mixer 4047

Bath shower mixer 4041

Wall-mounted bath
shower mixer 4054

Freestanding bath
shower mixer 4033

Freestanding bath

Wall-mounted bath

Freestanding bath

shower mixer 4048

shower mixer 4056

shower mixer 4037
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VELAR

HOLBORN LEVER

Basin mixer 4057

Basin mixer 4061

Tall basin mixer 4058

Basin taps 4062

HOLBORN CARLOS

SHOWERS

Basin mixer 4066

3 tap hole basin mixer
4067

Bath taps 4063
Wall-mounted basin

Wall-mounted basin mixer

mixer 4068

4059

Bath filler 4064

Wall-mounted bath
shower mixer 4069

Freestanding bath
shower mixer 4060

Bath shower mixer 4065
Freestanding bath
shower mixer with
stand pipes 4070
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CREATE YOUR OWN SHOWER
If our ready-made showers don’t take your fancy, why not create your own design, in two simple steps,

1 WAY
SHOWER VALVES

2 WAY
SHOWER VALVES

3 WAY
SHOWER VALVES

with these stylish mix and match separates.

STEP 1 CHOOSE YOUR SHOWER VALVE

Sabre 4088
Sash 4078

Velar 4082

1 way shower valves control one outlet, for example, a fixed ceiling or wall-mounted
shower head or a slide rail kit.

Strand 4084

Move 4079

2 way shower valves control two outlets, for example, a fixed ceiling/wall mounted
shower head and slide rail kit. Triple 2 way shower valves can switch on both outlets at
the same time and are best suited for when you have either a fixed shower head/slide
rail kit and body jets.
3 way shower valves control 3 outlets, most commonly a fixed shower head, slide rail
kit and body jets.

Sash 4089

Sash 4085

Vido 4080

Sabre 4086

Velar 4081

STEP 2 CHOOSE YOUR OUTLETS
Choose from fixed shower heads with either wall or ceiling-mounted arms, slide rail
kits and body jets.

Strand 4090
Vibe 4087
Cube thermostatic 4092
Cube thermostatic 4094
Pure thermostatic 4093

Carlos 4091
Pure thermostatic 4095
Minimalist thermostatic 4098
Cube triple thermostatic 4096

Cubix thermostatic 4099
Pure triple thermostatic 4097
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OUTLETS - SHOWER HEADS
Sleek 4111

OUTLETS - ARMS
Sloane

Traditional shower
arm 350mm 4120

Slide rail kit with chrome flex

ELECTRIC SHOWERS
ASPIRANTE

T80Z FAST-FIT

Minimalist luxury shower with one central control allowing intuitive operation.

With swivel-fitTM and swing-fitTM technologies, the T80Z fast fit accommodates

hose and 3 jet hand shower and
Cellular 500mm 4112

round outlet elbow. 4100

both left- and right-hand side cable and water entry points.
Available in White Gloss, Black Gloss and Gun Metal, in either 8.5kW or 9.5kW.
Available in Chrome or White, in either 8.5kW or 9.5kW.

Pure
Curved arm 400mm

Slide rail kit with luxury hand
Espada 4129

Chrome 4116

Matt Black 4122

hose 600mm, includes basque
4101

outlet elbow.

Round ultra thin 250mm

Chrome 4121

shower and double seam

Square arm 400mm

Square

Chrome 4123

Slide rail kit with brass hand

Round ultra thin 300mm

shower and double seam hose

Chrome 4117

700mm, includes square outlet

Matt Black 4118

elbow.

Matt Black 4124

White Gloss

Chrome

8.5kW 4131

8.5kW 4137

9.5kW 4134

9.5kW 4139

4102
Square ceiling arm
4125

Quadra
Traditional 225mm

Slide rail kit with ABS hand

4119

shower 680mm with Basque
4103

Outlet elbow.

Round ceiling arm
4126

Square ultra thin
250mm Chrome 4113
Square ultra thin
350mm Chrome 4114
Square ultra thin

8.5kW 4138

9.5kW 4135

9.5kW 4140

Outlet elbow with parking
bracket, flex and handset.
Chrome

4104

Matt Black.

4105

BODY JETS
Gun Metal
Round 4127

8.5kW 4133
9.5kW 4136

Square
with water blade 4130

White

8.5kW 4132

Round

300mm Matt Black 4115

Ultra thin

Black Gloss

Outlet elbow with parking
bracket, flex and handset.
Chrome
Matt Black.

Square 4128

4106
4107
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WARM FACTOR

SHOWER COLUMNS AND PANELS

When it gets cold outside, there’s nothing worse than stepping
into a chilly bathroom, especially first thing in the morning.
Emme

Modo

Thermostatic shower panel with

Thermostatic shower panel with LED

3 dual function body jets and

head shower with water blade, 2 built-in

to effortlessly keep bathrooms, shower rooms and wet rooms of all sizes at the

chrome hand shower.

LED body jets and chrome hand shower.

4076

4077

optimum temperature, night and day.

That’s why we offer the widest range of high quality heating options, all designed

Keep your feet toasty with luxurious underfloor heating and the rest of the room
warm with energy efficient radiators or electric panel heaters. And, of course, you
can always keep your room warm and your towels fluffy and dry by installing a
towel radiator. The choice really is yours….

Flo

Sleek

Thermostatic shower column

Thermostatic shower column

with diverter and square
200mm shower head.
4071

Chrome 4073
Matt Black 4074

Holborn

Velar

Thermostatic shower column

Thermostatic shower column

with grand rigid riser kit and

in matt black with diverter and

diverter.

300mm square head.

4075

4072
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DESIGNER RADIATORS

HOLBORN TRADITIONAL

TOWEL RAILS

Academy
Bellisi
Chrome designer radiator

Chrome/White
W673 H963 5042

W604 H600 5033
W984 H600 5034

Alex

Karla

Sphere

Modern Grey

Chrome

Chrome

W500 H760 5027

W500 H800 5025

W500 H900 5019

W500 H1140 5028

W500 H1100 5026

W500 H1580 5029
Charter
Chrome
Straight

W673 H966 5046

Chrome
500 x 800 5001
500 x 1000 5002

Chatsworth
Linear
W360 H180

Black Nickel

Cool

Onyx

W673 H966 D65 5045

Chrome

Black Nickel

W500 H1100 5024

W500 H800 5030

High Gloss Black 5039

W500 H1200 5031

High Gloss Silver 5040
White 5041

W500 H1600 5032

Howard

500 x 1200 5003
500 x 1400 5004
500 x 1600 5005
400 x 800 5006
400 x 1000 5007
400 x 1200 5008
400 x 1400 5009
400 x 1600 5010

Chrome/White

600 x 800 5011
600 x 1000 5012

W574 H1500 5043

600 x 1200 5013
600 x 1400 5015
600 x 1600 5015

Oxford
Cast Iron
W606 H470 5047
Harrow

Samba

Zenith

Chrome

Chrome

W300 H1800; Chrome 5035 or Anthracite 5036

W450 H1200 5016

W700 H1200 5018

W852 H710 5048

W450 H1800; Chrome 5037 or Anthracite 5038

Wentworth
Black Nickel

W600 H1200 5017

Stride
Stainless Steel
W500 H800 5020
W600 H800 5021
W500 H1200 5022
W600 H1200 5023

W673 H963 D230 5044
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THERMOSPHERE ELECTRIC
UNDERFLOOR HEATING

MIRRORS,
LIGHTING AND
ACCESSORIES

ThermoSphere self-adhesive mesh stands alone as the very best quality electric underfloor heating
mesh, designed for installation under tile and stone floors.
Control your electric underfloor heating effortlessly with a ThermoSphere control. Options include
voice-operated SmartHome control, which works with Amazon Alexa.

Thermotouch manual control
Black 5062
White 5063

ThermoSphere SmartHome control
Black 5065
White 5065

ThermoSphere SmartHome hub
5064
Required for wireless control

Thermonet
150w/m² mesh solutions available
in coverages from 1m² to 18m²
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MIRRORED CABINETS

Joy 1 Door
Mirrored cabinet
W400 H680 D200 6021

MIRRORS

Ashbourne LED

Joy

Kilmore LED

Mirror with LED frosted

Plain mirror.

Mirror with square side

side lights, demister
and touch switch.
W500 H700 6018

Bramham

W600 H800 6019

double-sided mirror hinged

Single W460 H660 D120 6026
Double W800 H660 D120 6027

W600 H680 6002

lights, 3x magnifying mirror
and on/off sensor switch.
W775 H500 6014

W800 H680 6003
W1000 H680 6004

Stainless steel cabinet with
door and adjustable shelves.

W400 H680 6001

W1200 H680 6005
Joy 2 Door

Luxe LED

Mirrored cabinet
W600 H680 D200 6022
W800 H680 D200 6023

Rectangular LED mirror
Ballina LED

with demister and on/off
touch switch.

LED bevel-edged mirror
with shaver socket, demister

W800 H600 6013

and on/off sensor switch.
W400 H600 (no demister)
6015
Paris LED
Stainless steel cabinet with doublesided mirror hinged doors, square LED

W500 H700 6016
W600 H800 6017

Quay LED

lights, 2 adjustable glass shelves, shaver

LED bevel-edged mirror

socket and on/off touch switch.
Fulford

Joy LED

W500 H700 D145 6030

with digital clock, shaver
socket, demister and on/off

Stainless steel cabinet

LED mirror demister.

sensor switch.

with double-sided mirror hinged

W400 H680 6007

W800 H600 6020

door and 2 adjustable shelves.
Single W400 H600 D120 6024
Double W600 H600 D120 6025

Valletts Double LED
Stainless steel cabinet with doublesided mirror hinged doors, square LED
side lights, 2 adjustable glass shelves,
shaver socket and on/off rocker switch

Holborn
Traditional arched mirror

W600 H680 6008
W800 H680 6009

in chrome.

W1000 H680 6010

W490 H673 6006

W1200 H680 6011

Sleek LED
Rectangular LED mirror with
demister and on/off touch

W600 H600 D145 6028

switch.

W800 H600 D145 6029

W600 H800 6012
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LIGHTING

ACCESSORIES
HOLBORN
Boutique 5 light

Karin round flush

chandelier 495mm

ceiling light 370mm

6035

6031

MATT BLACK
Hoborn towel rail

Matt Black 750mm towel rail

6060

6058

Holborn Deco toilet roll holder
6059
Matt Black glass holder
6054
Holborn double robe hook
Crystal dropped
chandelier 260mm
6034

Vivid 3 light spotlight

6061

6032

Holborn glass shelf
6065

Matt Black soap dish
6055

Holborn shower tidy
6062

Matt Black toilet roll holder
6056

GU10 switchable
and dimmable LED downlight

Vivid 4 light bar
spotlight 600mm
6033

Holborn soap dispenser
6063

Matt Black towel ring
6057
Holborn toilet brush
6064
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MODERN

TILE
COLLECTION

WOODEN
300mm floating shelf
White 6037 | Oak 6038
Modern 750mm towel rail
6052

450mm floating shelf
White 6039 | Oak 6040
600mm floating shelf
White 6041 | Oak 6042

Modern glass holder
6049
480mm solid oak bench
6047

Modern soap dish
6050

900mm solid oak bench
6048
Modern toilet roll holder
6051

400mm shelf with chrome hangers
Modern towel ring
6057

White 6043 | Oak 6044
600mm shelf with chrome hangers
White 6045 | Oak 6046
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CLEVER

PRICE BAND C

ENDLESS

PRICE BAND C

The Clever range comprises ceramic wall and floor tiles that incorporate a matt finish and neutral

The Endless range is available in one subtle and versatile size, with one scored option. It comes in

stone effect. It’s available in four colour options for walls and two neutral floor colours.

three colours, offering a neutral and contemporary palette.

Endless Black 333 x 333mm
7008
Clever Beige 450 x 450mm

Clever Gris 450 x 450mm

7002

7004

Clever Beige 500 x 250mm

Clever Gris 500 x 250mm

7001

7005

Endless Black 400 x 250mm

Endless Scored Light Grey 450 x 250mm

7007

7014

Endless White 400 x 250mm
7016

Clever Grafito 500 x 250mm

Clever Taupe 500 x 250mm

7003

7006

Endless Dark Grey 400 x 250mm

Endless White Scored 400 x 250mm

7009

7015

Endless Light Grey 333 x 333mm
7011
Endless Light Grey 400 x 250mm
7010

Endless Scored Dark Grey 400 x 250mm
7013
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GATEWAY

PRICE BAND C

LUNAR

PRICE BAND C

Gateway is a soft satin glazed ceramic wall and floor tile with linear cream, beige and grey highlights. Inspire yourself with this tile, creating

Create a stunning effect in your bathroom with our Lunar range, which comprises modern feature

a smooth feel for your bathroom or kitchen walls.

ceramic wall tiles and porcelain floor tiles. Available in three neutral colours and two different sizes.

Gateway Arena 250 x 400mm

Gateway Perla 250 x 400mm

7022

7027

Gateway Blance 333 x 333mm

Gateway Wengue 333 x 333mm

7023

7028

Lunar Beige 450 x 450mm

Lunar Grey 450 x 450mm

7029

7035

Lunar Beige 600 x 300mm

Lunar Grey 600 x 300mm

7030

7036

Lunar Beige Pre Cut 600 x 300mm

Lunar Grey Pre Cut 600 x 300mm

7031

7037

Gateway Crema 333 x 333mm
7024
Lunar Blanco 450 x 450mm
7032
Lunar Blanco 600 x 300mm
7033
Gateway Marengo 333 x 333mm
7025

Gateway Negro 333 x 333mm
7026

Lunar Blanco Pre Cut 600 x 300mm
7034
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METHOD

PRICE BAND C

METRO

PRICE BAND C

The Method range incorporates ceramic wall tiles and glazed porcelain floor tiles. The contemporary-

Metro tiles are ideal for creating elegant-looking brick patterns on your walls. The bevelled edge and glazed finish creates

looking tiles are available in four different colours, complete with mosaic decor.

an ultra-modern accent in bathrooms of all shapes and sizes.
Can be used in various layouts.

Method Almond 400 x 250mm
7038
Method Almond 450 x 450mm

Method Mosaic Decor 400 x 250mm

7039

7046
Metro Bevelled Edge Black 200 x 100mm
7047

Method Anthracite 400 x 250mm
7040
Method Anthracite 450 x 450mm
7041

Metro Bevelled Edge Grey 200 x 100mm
Method Beige 400 x 250mm

7048

7042
Method Beige 450 x 450mm
7043

Method Concrete 400 x 250mm
7044
Method Concrete 450 x 450mm
7045

Metro Bevelled Edge White 200 x 100mm
7049
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POLO

PRICE BAND C

The Polo range features a glazed ceramic tile with a contrasting matt finish. Combining neutral colours,
this tile creates a contemporary look. Suitable for en suites, cloakrooms and walls.

Polo Anthracite 600 x 250mm

Polo Perla 600 x 250mm

7055

7059

Polo Anthracite Wave 600 x 250mm

Polo Perla Wave 600 x 250mm

7056

7060

Polo Crema 600 x 250mm

Polo Savanna 600 x 250mm

7057

7061

Polo Crema Wave 600 x 250mm

Polo Savanna Wave 600 x 250mm

7058

7062
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WOODLAND

PRICE BAND C

The Woodland collection features a random grain-effect with knots, making it almost impossible to tell the difference from the
real thing. This range is capable of enhancing any new bathroom, while the floor tiles are available in different sizes.

Forest Natural 615 x 205mm

Forest Smoke 615 x 205mm

7018

7021

Forest Roble 615 x 205mm
7019
Forest Roble 950 x 240mm

Tribe Gris 600 x 200mm
7022

7020

Tribe Ivory 600 x 200mm
7023
Forest Ambar 615 x 205mm
7017

Tribe Taupe 600 x 200mm
7024
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MORSE

PRICE BAND C

DESIGN

PRICE BAND B

Morse is a range of ceramic tiles with a smooth matt finish and notable stone-effect. The tiles can be used on bathroom

This beautiful mixture of shapes and colours could be the ideal option for your bathroom interior. The Design range comes in nine

and kitchen walls.

different patterns. The encaustic tiles are most contemporary and can be used in bathroom areas to create feature flooring.

Morse Décor 200 x 600mm
7050

Design Blanco 223 x 223mm

Design Hidra Celeste 223 x 223mm

Design Hidra Negro 223 x 223mm

7069

7072

7074

*Each box contains a selection of different designs

*Each box contains a selection of different designs

Design Celeste 223 x 223mm

Design Hidra Gris 223 x 223mm

7070

7073
*Each box contains a selection of different designs

Morse Grafito 200 x 60mm

Morse Gris 200 x 600mm

7051

7053

Morse Grafito 450 x 450mm

Morse Gris 450 x 450mm

7052

7054

Design Gris 223 x 223mm
7071

Design Negro 223 x 223mm
7075
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VENICE PALERMO

PRICE BAND B

NATURAL TONES

PRICE BAND B

Inspire yourself with Moroccan motifs for your bathroom or kitchen. This range offers a mix of decorative patterns, geometric designs

Natural Tones’ larger format porcelain tiles are perfect for floors and can be teamed with any of the co-ordinating ceramic wall tiles

and encaustic motifs.

or mosaics for maximum impact.

Natural Tones Charcoal Stone 600 x 300mm

Natural Tones Nougat Marble 600 x 300mm

7076

7086

Venice Blanco 900 x 300mm

Venice Hydra Beige Decor 900 x 300mm

Natural Tones Charcoal Stone 600 x 600mm

Natural Tones Nougat Marble 600 x 600mm

7114

7019

7077

7087

Natural Tones Dove Marble 600 x 300mm

Natural Tones Otter Marble 600 x 300mm

7078

7088

Venice Crema 900 x 300mm

Venice Hydra Gris Decor 900 x 300mm

Natural Tones Dove Marble 600 x 600mm

Natural Tones Otter Marble 600 x 600mm

7115

7020

7079

7089

Natural Tones Ecru Stone 600 x 300mm

Natural Tones Pebble Stone 600 x 300mm

7080

7090

Venice Decor Beige 900 x 300mm

Natural Tones Ecru Stone 600 x 600mm

Natural Tones Pebble Stone 600 x 600mm

7116

7081

7091

Natural Tones Mink Stone 600 x 300mm

Natural Tones Zinc Stone 600 x 300mm

7082

7092

Natural Tones Mink Stone 600 x 600mm

Natural Tones Zinc Stone 600 x 600mm

7083

7093

Palermo Beige Design 298 x 298mm
7094

Venice Decor Gris 900 x 300mm
7117

Natural Tones Mocha Marble 600 x 300mm
7084
Venice Grafito 900 x 300mm

Palermo Gris Design 298 x 298mm

Natural Tones Mocha Marble 600 x 600mm

7118

7095

7085
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EIGER

PRICE BAND A

GEOLOGICAL

PRICE BAND A

Eiger is a modern design surface porcelain tile. It is a balanced blend of stones developed by Italian design research and available in numerous shapes

Following the very latest urban style trend, the Geological floor tile range comes in five colour shades. Sober and elegant at the same time, this collection

and a matt finish. All of this is enhanced by three-dimensional surfaces and decorations that make the Eiger range a hugely contemporary tile choice.

is ideal for modern interior and exterior design and is available in a range of different sizes.

Eiger Grigio Natural 600 x 300mm

Geological Nut Natural Rectified 600 x 300mm

7128

7143

Eiger Avorio Design 600 x 300mm

Eiger Grigio Natural 600 x 600mm

Geological Beige Hexagon Rectified 600 x 300mm

Geological Nut Natural Rectified 600 x 600mm

7121

7129

7136

7144

Eiger Avorio Natural 600 x 300mm

Eiger Perla Design 600 x 300mm

7122

7130

Geological Beige Natural Rectified 600 x 300mm

Eiger Avorio Natural 600 x 600mm

7137
Geological Beige Natural Rectified 600 x 600mm

Geological Sand Hexagon Rectified 600 x 300mm

7138

7145

7123

Eiger Perla Natural 600 x 300mm
7131
Eiger Bianco Design 600 x 300mm

Eiger Perla Natural 600 x 600mm

7124

7132

Eiger Bianco Natural 600 x 300mm

Eiger Tortora Design 600 x 300mm

7125

7133

Eiger Bianco Natural 600 x 600mm
7126

Geological Sand Natural Rectified 600 x 300mm
7146
Geological Grey Hexagon Rectified 600 x 300mm

Geological Sand Natural Rectified 600 x 600mm

7139

7147

Geological Grey Natural Rectified 600 x 300mm
7140
Geological Grey Natural Rectified 600 x 600mm

Geological White Hexagon Rectified 600 x 300mm

7141

7148

Eiger Tortora Natural 600 x 300mm

Geological White Natural Rectified 600 x 300mm

7134
Eiger Grigio Design 600 x 300mm

Eiger Tortural Natural 600 x 600mm

7127

7135

7149
Geological Nut Hexagon Rectified 600 x 300mm

Geological White Natural Rectified 600 x 600mm

7142

7150
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MODERN

PRICE BAND A

Modern is a range of contemporary porcelain floor and wall tiles. Choose from seven calming neutral shades and two finishes - natural and polished.

Modern Basalt 600 x 300mm

Modern Oyster 600 x 300mm

Natural 7151 | Polished 7153

Natural 7173 | Polished 7175

Modern Basalt 600 x 600mm

Modern Oyster 600 x 600mm

Natural 7152 | Polished 7154

Natural 7174 | Polished 7176

Modern Flax 600 x 300mm

Modern Slate 600 x 300mm

Natural 7156 | Polished 7158

Natural 7177 | Polished 7179

Modern Flax 600 x 600mm

Modern Slate 600 x 600mm

Natural 7157 | Polished 7159

Natural 7178 | Polished 7180

VINTAGE

PRICE BAND A

The Vintage is perfect for creating a traditional look with a modern accent. It’s a versatile indoor ceramic tile with an attractive gloss finish.

Vintage Lake 75 x 300mm

Vintage Lead 75 x 300mm

7223

7228

Vintage Grey 75 x 300mm

Vintage Beige 75 x 300mm

7224

7229

Vintage Graphite 75 x 300mm

Vintage Vision 75 x 300mm

7225

7230

Vintage Black 75 x 300mm

Vintage White 75 x 300mm

7226

7231

Modern Graphite 600 x 300mm
Natural 7160 | Polished 7162
Modern Graphite 600 x 600mm
Natural 7161 | Polished 7163

Modern Beige Mix 600 x 300mm
Modern Ivory 600 x 300mm

7155

Natural 7165 | Polished 7167
Modern Ivory 600 x 600mm
Natural 7166 | Polished 7168

Modern Moonstone 600 x 300mm
Natural 7169 | Polished 7171
Modern Moonstone 600 x 600mm

Modern Graphite 600 x 600mm

Vintage Ivory 75 x 300mm

Vintage Natural 75 x 300mm

Natural 7170 | Polished 7172

7164

7227

7232
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PRISMATICS

PRICE BAND C-A

The Prismatics range features seven colours and is available in a satin or gloss finish and the following sizes - 200 x 100mm and 150 x 150mm.

MOSAICS
Choose from a wide range of mosaics, including Asi and Iluvia, which provide the perfect combination
of shaped glass and plain metal.

Prismatics Black

Prismatics Pumpkin

Prismatics White

150x150 Satin (B) 7097

150x150 Satin (A) 7187

150x150 Satin (C) 7064

150x150 Gloss (B) 7096

150x150 Gloss (B) 7107

150x150 Gloss (C) 7063

Asi Beige mosaic

Asi Negro mosaic

lluvia Negro mosaic

Black Spar Split Face mosaic

200x100 Satin (A) 7182

200x100 Satin (A) 7188

200x100 Satin (A) 7113

315 x 300mm

315 x 300mm

300 x 300mm

300 x 300mm

200x100 Gloss (A) 7181

200x100 Gloss (A) 7186

200x100 Gloss (A) 7112

7189

7193

7199

7194

Prismatics Goldcrest

Prismatics Shark

150x150 Satin (A) 7184

150x150 Satin (B) 7110

150x150 Gloss (B) 7098

150x150 Gloss (B) 7108

Asi Gris mosaic

lluvia Beige mosaic

Manhattan Dark Grey mosaic

Carrara Split Face mosaic

200x100 Satin (A) 7185

200x100 Satin (B) 7111

315 x 300mm

300 x 300mm

300 x 300mm

300 x 300mm

200x100 Gloss (A) 7183

200x100 Gloss (B) 7109

7190

7196

7200

7195

Asi Imperial mosaic

lluvia Blanco mosaic

Manhattan Ice Break mosaic

Multi Split Face mosaic

315 x 300mm

300 x 300mm

300 x 300mm

300 x 300mm

7191

7197

7201

7203

Prismatics Old Lace
150x150 Satin (B) 7101
150x150 Gloss (B) 7099
200x100 Satin (B) 7102
200x100 Gloss (B) 7100

Prismatics Peppermint
150x150 Satin (B) 7103
150x150 Gloss (B) 7104

Asi Inox mosaic

lluvia Inox mosaic

Manhattan Light Grey mosaic

Oyster Spar Split Face mosaic

200x100 Satin (B) 7106

315 x 300mm

300 x 300mm

300 x 300mm

300 x 300mm

200x100 Gloss (B) 7105

7192

7198

7202

7204
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TILING ALTERNATIVES
WALL PANELS

PRODUCT FEATURES
100% waterproof
Light and easy to fit

The shower and wall panels below span 1000 x 2400 x 100mm, covering 2.4m2 wall space per panel.

FINESSE WATERPROOF FLOORING

PRODUCT FEATURES
100% water resistant

Finesse flooring creates an authentic real wood-effect floor and contains nine panels per pack,

Easy to clean with an antibacterial coating

each measuring 2.21m2.

Suitable for wet and dry internal areas

Stain resistant

Low maintenance wipe clean surface

Protective coating prevents slipping

Hygienic
No tiling or grouting to discolour or leak

Helsinki

Tokyo

7205

7210

Lima

Paris

7206

7211

London

Stockholm

7207

7212

Light Grey Marble
7216

Travertine Marble Gloss

Arctic White

7215

7217

White Diamond Stone

Gloss White

Quebec

Reykjavik

7214

7213

7209

7208
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CEILING PANELS
2700 x 250 x 5mm/2.7m² (4 panels per pack)

2700 x 200 x 6mm/2.7m² (5 panels per pack), available in Silver Strip White Gloss.

SUPERCHARGE YOUR
BATHROOM SPACE
In today’s digitally-driven world, technology doesn’t have to stop
at the bathroom door. In-built TVs and music systems, mirrors
that are TVs and mirrors in one, and self-charging toothbrush
holders are the future of bathroom tech design.
All of these options are easy to install, can be tailored to your needs and effortlessly
create bathrooms that are less about functionality, and more about enjoying luxury

White Gloss

Silver Strip White Gloss

7218

7222

pampering time – in the comfort of your own home.

Light Grey Marble
7219

Arctic White
7220

White Diamond Stone
7221
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BATHROOM TVs

Turn your dream bathroom into reality…
From bathroom updates and total redesigns, to little adjustments here and there, we’re here to help.
What’s more, we want to make the bathroom design process as affordable and convenient as possible, which means we
don’t have a costly showroom. We come to you, so that you can sort everything out in the comfort of your own home.

Luxury bathroom 24” (576 x 395mm) TVs can be mounted on the wall within a mounting box or neatly
tiled into your bathroom design.
Concealed electric toothbrush charger

Black finish 6066
Mirror finish 6067

This electric toothbrush charger can be
installed just like a shaver socket; so there’s
less chance of your toothbrush going flat while
you’re in the middle of cleaning your teeth.
•

Compatible with all Oral-B/Braun electric
toothbrushes

•

No wires in bathroom

•

Acts as a toothbrush holder at the same
time as charging toothbrushes

6068

Design
Our in-house designers will discuss your colour, design, style and layout ideas (and any other
nuggets of inspiration) and piece them all together using realistic 3D images.
Installation
Our bathroom fitters are multi-skilled, which means you don’t have to worry about having
multiple people coming in and out of your house when we carry out our work.
Standards
We work to the highest standard, using industry-leading products and materials. We also make
sure we protect the surrounding walls, floors and furniture and tidy up after ourselves.

Bluetooth speaker

KEY FEATURES

Wake yourself up in the morning listening to
upbeat music and a cold shower or wind down

Ultra-thin LG panel with touch sensitive

at the end of a hard day’s work with a long,

controls

hot bath surrounded by serene songs. Music

Built in digital Freeview tuner (capable of picking
up 60+ TV channels and 40 radio channels)
High quality speakers for superior sound quality

can single-handedly transform your bathroom,
all you have to do, is install this bluetooth
speaker.
•

Single IP44-rated speaker with dual
tweeter for stereo sound throughout the

over bathroom noise

room
Heated screen prevents mist ruining viewing 		
experiences
Connect to digital providers, such as Sky,
using one of two HDMI ports

•

Can connect to personal devices

•

Auxiliary port can be used to connect
directly to bathroom TVs

Your dream bathroom is just
a call or click away…
Take the first step towards transforming your bathroom into a haven, where you prepare for the day ahead
and unwind before you go to the bed, by arranging a survey today.
Our surveys are free, so there’s nothing to pay, even if you choose not to go ahead with things. Book your
survey by calling us on 0800

980 6018 or emailing bathrooms@basi.co.uk

6069
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If you simply can’t wait for your appointment and want to start jotting
down a few ideas, this handy section will help. There’s even some

Shower tray & enclosure

Basin & WC

If you would like a separate shower enclosure, please choose a tray and enclosure. Don’t worry if you’re

Basins and toilets come in many different styles, from close coupled and wall hung with hidden cisterns, to pedestals

unsure of the size, just choose your preferred style. If you want your shower tray to be built into the

and countertop bowls. Feel free to mix and match.

floor, make a note of it.

graph paper on the back if you feel inspired to sketch it too!
Don’t worry if you don’t know where to start though, your advisor will help
you during your design consultation.

ITEM

PAGE

DESCRIPTION

ITEM

PAGE

DESCRIPTION

WC
Basin

Shower tray

Basin tap

Shower enclosure

Comments

Comments

Floor, wall & ceiling coverings
The tiles or panels you choose will play a big part in the overall look of your new bathroom, which is why we have a dedicated tiles brochure
(feel free to ask us about it). You can also add ceiling panels to create a complete finish - you’ll find them on page 126.

Shower pack
Choose your shower pack from our large collection, all of which can be fitted over your bath.
If you would like to combine aspects from different shower packs, that’s ok, go ahead and create
your own!

ITEM

PAGE

DESCRIPTION

ITEM

PAGE

DESCRIPTION

Wall covering
Wall covering
(feature/mosaic)
Floor covering
Ceiling covering

Shower pack

Comments
Shower head
Shower slide rail
Shower valve

Bathroom heating

Comments

You may want to choose a designer towel radiator to keep your towels warm or you may prefer a standard radiator.
Make a note of what you like the look of and we’ll advise you on the right size for your bathroom.

ITEM

PAGE

DESCRIPTION

Radiator
Comments

Bath
If you like a long soak, choose one of our beautiful baths, a pair of designer taps and a matching bath
panel. If you’d like your shower to go above your bath, then you may want to consider selecting a bath

LED, storage & accessories

screen too.

ITEM

PAGE

LED downlights provide up to 60% energy savings compared to conventional solutions, making them a great addition to any bathroom.
You may also want to choose some accessories and storage for your bathroom to help finish it off and make it practical to use.

DESCRIPTION

Bath

ITEM

Bath tap

Lighting

Bath panel

Storage

Bath screen

Mirror

Comments

Accessories

PAGE

DESCRIPTION

Comments
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